New interior design of Photonics & Lasers in Medicine
Dear authors, dear editors, In 2009 the De Gruyter publishing house reconfigured its corporate design for book covers, advertising and business stationery and in doing so standardized its public appearance and image. This corporate redesign has been a major factor in the company being perceived in a positive and contemporary way.
Following on from this, we have now also decided to revise the interior design of the books and journals we publish and thus give them a recognizable character. This process has been guided by several important considerations: well-defined structure, clarity and good readability for all types of work across all disciplines.
In collaboration with an agency renowned for its typographic designs, we have developed a De Gruyter visual identity that is now being introduced for our publications. The new typography is based on the " Meta " font family, which has been radically expanded specially for De Gruyter. It will soon be available as De Gruyter Meta Science, with a complete Latin, Greek and phonetic Unicode range as well as a large private-use range.
The combination of the various typefaces together with a dynamic size concept creates a clear typographic style that we believe will significantly enhance the attractiveness of our electronic publications.
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